Abstract-The arctan function is a well-known Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimator of the phase angle ∈ [− , ) of a complex signal in additive white Gaussian noise. In this paper we revisit the arctan-based ML phase estimator and identify the bias problem for phase tracking. We show that the posteriori probability density function of becomes a bi-modal distribution for small values of signal to noise ratio and larger values of . In such cases the mean and the mode differ from each other, and as a result when such ML phase estimates are used as an input to a linear system (LS), example for phase tracking, the resulting output (which is essentially the mean value of the phase) differs from its true value which is the mode. In such situations there exist a mean (tracking) error at the output of the LS from its true value , and in (non-Bayesian) statistical terms there exist a bias in the estimates. In this paper, we provide some statistical analysis to explain the above problem, and also provide solutions for bias correction when a LS is used for tracking phase. Furthermore, we also provide two nonlinear phase tracking systems, 1) a MonteCarlo based sequential phase tracking technique and 2) a secondorder digital-phase locked loop based method, for bias-free phase tracking which eliminate the bias problem that occurs in the case of linear phase tracking with ML estimates.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE problem of phase estimation is well treated in the field of signal processing for various applications. In the fields of radar, sonar and communications etc. phase estimation and tracking is performed to predict, recover or decode information, and especially in the recent years it is also used in cognitive radios for detecting legacy users of the spectrum. In almost every application the phase is required to be estimated undere noisy conditions, for example signals received with additive noise and multiplicative noise (fading) in certain scenarios. Using the noise statistics we formulate the phase estimation problem as a statistical parameter estimation problem and use the existing estimation techniques [1] to find suitable solutions for different application clusters. In this paper we consider phase estimation of a complex signal corrupted with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). This topic has been treated extensively in the literature and one could find many papers in various applications. Here, we revisit this topic considering the bias problem in phase tracking for arctan based Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimates, and provide solutions for bias correction. For phase estimation in AWGN the ML technique is proven to be the optimal and is well presented in the literature [1] - [11] . The nonlinear arctan function is used in such ML phase estimators to map the signal phase to its corresponding four quadrant phase plane. We present statistical analysis on the performance of the nonlinear arctan function when used as a ML phase estimator and point out a particular problem, a bias problem, associated with it especially observed at low signal to noise ratio (SNR) levels. A similar problem was studied by Lovell and Williamson in [12] and subsequently by Clarkson, Kootsookos and Quinn in [13] for frequency estimation based on phase angle estimates, and later by Peters and Kay in [2] for the estimation of phase. In [2] , the authors analyze the bias in phase estimates by considering the eigenvalues of the smoothing kernel for the arctan-based maximum likelihood estimator (ML) for the phase. However there were no solutions provided to solve the bias problem in the above studies.
In our work we analyze the problem differently to [2] , [12] and [13] , and provide solutions for bias correction for linear phase tracking. Furthermore, we present two nonlinear tracking techniques, 1) based on sequential Monte-Carlo method which is a statistical mode estimation method and 2) based on arctan-based Digital Phase Locked Loops (D-PLL) technique [14] - [33] . The two proposed nonlinear methods eliminate the bias problem that exists in linear phase tracking. In the literature, the Bayesian approach for phase tracking namely particle-filter-based sequential Monte Carlo tracking techniques [35] exist for tracking Wiener phase [36] - [39] by treating the phase noise as Gaussian. In our work however, we use the true posteriori distribution of the phase for tracking by providing an importance function derived from the posteriori density function. The second nonlinear technique D-PLL on the other hand is a well-known method for phase tracking and our contribution comes in here by presenting the D-PLL as a bias-free phase tracking technique a topic which has not been treated so far in the literature of (analog) Phase-Locked Loops (PLL) or D-PLL. Note that the arctan-based D-PLL which we consider in this paper [26] , [28] is known as the tan-lock loop in literature [15] - [18] , whereas the traditional D-PLL/PLL on the other hand has a 'sine' type phase detector [14] , [30] , [31] . Now, we briefly summarize some of the fundamental work performed in phase estimation whilst noting that there exist numerous papers on this topic depending on the applica-1536-1276/10$25.00 c ⃝ 2010 IEEE tion cluster. Hence, we only consider the references closely related to our work in this paper. Phase estimation and tracking can be performed using feed forward or feedback techniques depending on the requirement and the application. Feed forward techniques are based on block estimates for number of samples per block with a given SNR. The authors in [3] present a maximum a-posteriori (MAP) phase estimator based on the arctan function including an extensive analysis on its performance and a brief comparison against the feedback phase estimator. Viterbi and Viterbi [6] presented a nonlinear phase estimation technique for phase shift keyed (PSK) communications using burst transmissions considering the modulation effects on the received signal, their work was then followed and referenced by many other researchers and the performances were compared with other estimation techniques, namely [7] and [8] . Rife and Boostyn presented a maximum likelihood (ML) based technique for phase estimation and compared the performance with the CramerRao bound (CRB) on its estimation error variance [4] . Phase estimation in fading channels is treated in [5] considering the minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimator. Recently, authors in [11] have presented a MAP/ML phase estimation technique by assuming the a-priori distribution of the phase to be a Tikhonov distribution. In all of the above mentioned feed forward techniques the arctan function is used to map the phase of a complex signal on to its four-quadrant phase plane in one way or the other, which gives rise to the bias problem that relates to the work presented in this paper.
PLL and D-PLL are the most commonly used feedback techniques [14] - [33] to acquire and track phase. Kalman filters [34] are also feedback loops that are used to track phase with the arctan-based ML estimates. PLL and DPLL have been very well treated in literature for applications such as communications, radar and sonar etc. Viterbi [31] , Gardner [14] and Gupta [33] have presented some of the most fundamental work on analog PLL and the related performance analysis. Lindsey and Chie [20] have presented some fundamental work on DPLL similar to the analog PLL. As mentioned before, the feedback loop that utilizes the arctan function is known as the Tanlock loop (TLL) [15] - [18] . Tanlock loops are known to have better tracking capabilities with better linear range compared to the PLL or the DPLL. During the analog era, the arctan function was implemented by a sawtooth phase-detector which emulates the functional characteristics of the mathematical arctan function [21] - [23] . Moreover, authors in [40] propose an iterative decoding method to detect signals corrupted with channel phase noise by modeling it as a Tikonov process. Again, none of the work above on feedback phase estimation addresses the bias issue considered in this paper.
Another important phase tracking technique to be mentioned here is the vector tracking method [41] , [42] . Vector tracking is considered to be a good method to correct phase errors of a complex vector without the need to estimate the phase. Since vector tracking does not require to estimate the phase it does not suffer from the bias issue addressed in this paper. The phase-bias addressed in this paper is generated by the nonlinear arctan function when estimating the phase from a vector exp( ), and since the vector tracking technique does not involve the arctan function it does not suffer from the particular bias. However, when the arctan function is used to estimate the phase of a vector exp( ) which had been obtained by means of vector tracking it will still suffer the bias problem mentioned in this paper at low SNR and for higher values of , which we explain in the subsequent sections. It should also be noted here that phase correction using vector tracking solves the problem of phase-bias for example in communications for detecting data sequence etc [41] , [42] . However, in this paper we are addressing the applications which require the estimation of phase not only for communications but applications such as radar, localization, sonar, bearing only estimation, deep space science etc, wherever phase information is required for noisy inferences.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we introduce the ML phase estimator, in Section III we perform statistical analysis on the arctan-based ML estimator explaining the bias problem associated with it. In Section IV we analyze the bias problem for linear systems (LS), and in Section V we provide solutions for bias correction followed by some numerical examples in Section VI. In Sections VII and VIII we provide nonlinear phase tracking techniques for biasfree phase estimation, and finally we draw some concluding remarks in Section IX.
II. ML PHASE ESTIMATION
In this section we present the ML estimator based on the arctan function arg{.} for the phase of a complex signal in AWGN. Consider a complex discrete signal given by
where Ω is a known parameter, ∈ [− , ) is the deterministic phase to be estimated assumed to be a constant within the duration of consideration but changes over time, is the signal amplitude assumed to be a constant (or a slowly varying parameter), and [ ] is the complex Gaussian noise process with zero mean and a variance of 2 2 expressed as ∼ (0, 2 2 ). For convenience we omit the time index-n in the equations hereafter unless it is required. The ML estimator for phase is then given by maximising [1] , [4] 
Since the a-priori density of is given by ( ) = 1/2 for − ≤ < , the ML estimator can also be equivalently written as the MAP estimator by maximizing the posteriori density ( | ) given by,
Then, knowing that the noise distribution is Gaussian and provided that Ω is perfectly known to the receiver, the ML phase estimator [4] , [29] , [30] becomes
where is the number of samples used per estimate and arg{.} is the arctan function that maps the phase of the
where , = 2 , Γ = cos 2 ( − ) and , ( ) = 1 2
complex signal to its corresponding four-quadrant phase plane. The estimator in (4) is a well-known estimator in literature, and is also known as the MAP and the MMSE estimators [1] , [5] . In the following sections we study the distribution and the statistical properties of the phase estimates and identify the bias problem associated with the ML estimator in (4) especially at low SNR and for higher values of .
III. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE PHASE ESTIMATE
The distribution and the statistical properties of the ML phase estimates are presented in this section. The density of conditioned on the received signal to noise power ratio and the phase angle is given by the function ( | , ) for the range of − < < as given in equation (5) . [Note that the function in (5) can be found in many references in different forms for example in [43] - [45] .]
The signal to noise ratio 1 given by (6) is directly measured on the received signal . In (5) three different regions for are observed due to the discontinuity of the arctan function at points − /2 and /2 between − and . Note that, when = 1, ( | , ) becomes the posteriori density function ( | ) of the phase in standard statistical terms. From (5) we observe that ( | , ) is maximized when = , and therefore we verify that the estimator in (4) is indeed a ML/MAP estimator. We also observe that when there is no signal present or when the noise power is infinite the distribution becomes a uniform distribution given by ( | , ) = 1/(2 ), for ∈ [− , ). Further, we see that the density becomes less peaky and flat when is reduced, and hence it raises its tail and becomes a heavy tailed distribution. When | | is increased the density becomes asymmetric, and when is reduced at the same time it becomes a bi-modal distribution. Figure 1 shows the probability density function of conditioned on for various values of and . The rising of the tail is observed in the figure when the signal to noise ratio becomes low and also when the input angle becomes large. We also depict some simulation results to verify the analytical expressions given in (5) and (6) . The simulations were performed using MonteCarlo methods with = 45 for two SNR values of = 0dB and = −10dB, and also for = 125 with = −5dB.
A key point to observe from the figure depicting the density curve of the phase estimates is the rising of the tail at the furthest end to on the x-axis. Because of this singlesided rising of the tail the distribution becomes a bimodal distribution where the mean and the mode differ from each other. By observing such variations in the distribution it is easy to identify that the estimates in (4) is actually the sample mode of but not the expected value of . Therefore, when the ML phase estimates are passed through a linear system such as a linear filter, the expected value at the output of the filter differs from the true phase value introducing a bias. In the rest of the sections we provide bias correction techniques for linear phase tracking and nonlinear bias free tracking techniques and compare the relative performance.
A. Characteristic Curve and Phase Estimator Gain
The characteristic curves of the phase estimator are given by the expected values of the phase estimates plotted against all possible values of the input phase for various effective signal to noise ratio values . The idea of such characteristic curves for phase estimates was adopted from the PLL literature [23] , [30] (and well before the time of [23] ) which was originally in the form of phase detector characteristics or the S-curves. The noise free characteristic of the phase estimator is a ramp function with unit gradient given by ( ) ≜ for the range of − ≤ < . In the presence of noise though the characteristics of the phase estimator changes. The noisy phase estimator can be modeled using ( ) as
where is the phase noise having a density function described by (5) with zero mean (i.e. =0), and the noisy characteristics of the phase estimator is then given by taking the expectation of (7), defined by
where the density function of is given by ( ) = ( | , = 0). The integration in (8) is computed after expanding ( + ) using the Fourier series coefficients and using the fact that is zero mean. Appendix 1 provides the solution to the integration (derived from [23] ) giving us a closed form expression for the characteristics function
where (.) is the modified Bessel function of order . of the phase as we observe (in other words the bias increases), when is reduced and is increased. The phase estimator gain is also a term commonly used in the PLL literature to describe the phase detector gain of the loop [14] , [30] . The phase estimator gain is defined by the slope (first derivative) of ( | ) at the point of origin which varies with the signal to noise ratio. Mathematically it is given by
By substituting (9) in (10), we directly find a closed form expression for , given by
The phase estimator gain is plotted in Figure 3 with respect to . Ideally, the phase estimator gain is expected to be unity or a constant when SNR is changed, but from the figure we observe that the phase estimator gain reduces when is reduced, which is an undesirable feature of the estimator. In the successive sections we use the results presented in this section to describe the bias problem in phase tracking with linear systems and provide solutions for bias correction.
B. Mean Squared Error of the Estimates
The Mean Squared Error (MSE) of the estimates is derived similar to the characteristics equation. First we compute the non-central second moment of the phase estimates and then use (9) to calculate the MSE. The phase estimator model in (7) is used to compute the non-central second moment of the estimated phase given by
We expand 2 ( + ) using the Fourier series coefficients before performing the integration in (12) . The solution to the integral is given in Appendix 2, and the final expression for the non-central second moment of is given by
where (.) is the modified Bessel function of order . From (13) and (9), the mean squared error (MSE) is then given by
We see that the MSE of the phase estimates depends on the input phase angle . Furthermore, it reaches a value of 2 /3 at low SNR due to the fact that ( | ) becomes a uniform distribution of 1/2 between [− , ) for low values of .
IV. LINEAR PHASE TRACKING
In the previous section we saw that the phase estimates produced by the ML estimator is equivalent to the mode of the conditional posteriori density function ( | , ). It was also observed that the mean and the mode values of ( | , ) differ from each other when the signal to noise ratio becomes low and the phase value becomes large. Considering these two observations, in this section, we further describe the bias problem observed in phase tracking using linear systems. 
where is the length of the filter. By directly taking the expectation with respect to time on either sides of (15) for a filter gain of 0 , we obtain, Then by using (8) in (16), we have,
From (17) . The bias is observed especially for low levels of (<6dB) and for higher values of , note that lower values of is obtained when or is small. A similar argument to the above also can be extended to an IIR filter, or any linear systems in general, and hence we generalize the bias problem for any linear phase tracking/estimation system.
V. BIAS CORRECTION FOR LINEAR PHASE TRACKING
In this section we present some techniques to correct the bias in the phase as described in the previous section for phase estimation using linear systems. We present two techniques which can be conveniently used for real time applications with varying levels of complexity. The basic idea behind the bias correction techniques that we present is to simply map ( | ) (that is the phase estimates ) to its corresponding values of (true phase input) based on the functional expression in (9). From Figure 2 we observe that the functional mapping given by → ( | ) defined by → : → ( | ), is a non-injective and a surjective mapping, where the domains and are theoretically defined by ∀ ∈ , − ≤ < and ∀ ∈ , − ≤ < . We further note that the functional mapping of −1 ( | ) defined by → : ( | ) → has two solutions for . In the following sections we present some techniques to find −1 ( | ) for bias correction in linear phase tracking.
A. Technique-1: Linear Approximation of ( | )
The first technique for bias correction approximates the expression in (9) to find a reasonable solution for the inverse of ( | ). The characteristic function in (9) is approximated by considering small angle approximation given by sin( ) ≈ . Then from (9), we have,
(18) Using (11) we can rewrite (18) in terms of the phase estimator gain , which directly gives us,
Using the phase estimator gain described in section-III we propose a new phase tracking method with bias correction for the ML arctan-based phase estimates involving linear systems. The block diagram of the phase tracker with bias correction is depicted in Figure 5 . In the new method, in addition to the phase tracking blocks depicted in Figure 4 , we also perform a signal to noise ratio estimation at the receiver over samples to compute the corresponding phase estimator gain . In Figure 5 , the function Γ represents the mapping of Γ :
( | ) → , and which in this case the output of the linear system is scaled by 1/ to generate the new phase value . The error in the SNR estimate will degrade the accuracy of . The computation of the phase estimator gain can be performed in two ways, 1) computing using the closed form expression as in (11), and 2) by maintaining a look-up table with pre-computed values of and mapping the corresponding value based on the estimate of for a given . Multiplying by 1/ also increases the noise variance since ≤ 1 especially when the SNR is reduced.
B. Technique-2: ML Search for based on
The second technique is based on searching for the most likely value of depending on the value of . The search is made on the characteristic curve ( | ) which is generated by estimating the signal to noise ratio for all possible values of and minimizing the error given by = | ( | , ) − |. The two possible solutions that minimize are then given bỹ
where = 1, 2. Since we have two possible solutions we perform a simple correlation and match process with the original signal to select the correct one. The correlation process is given by
Then, the bias corrected phase based on (20) and (21) is
The above method is more computationally complex than the previous one (Technique-1) due to the searching process. The searching process however can be further improved based on various searching techniques which are not treated in this paper. For example, the searching can be vastly improved based on the value of itself and also on the estimate of by having the prior knowledge of ( | ) based on = 2 . The function Γ ( ) in the modified block diagram in Figure  5 represents the operations involved in (22) to compute the bias-corrected phase. Furthermore, the characteristic equation can also be expanded using Taylor series coefficients as polynomials (typically up to the order of seven to match a sine curve between − and ), and the mapping of Γ can be obtained by finding the roots of the polynomial which we do not treat in this paper.
VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES OF LINEAR PHASE TRACKING
Here we present some numerical examples considering FIR and IIR filters to explain the bias problem using linear systems and the corresponding bias correction techniques that we presented. The FIR filter considered is a 240-tap low-pass filter generated using the frequency sampling method with cut-offs at normalized frequency points ]. In all of our examples we assume perfect estimation of the signal to noise ratio . Figure 6 shows the simulation results of the output phase for the FIR/IIR filters before and after bias correction. Note that the FIR/IIR filters considered here are narrow band filters which are used to reduce the variance to clearly show the mean error (the bias) of the output phase. For phase tracking using the FIR filter, the true phase value was set to = 36 with = −10 , and from the figure we see that the bias at the output seems to be quite significant deviating from the true phase value . For the IIR case, the true phase value was set to = −42 with = −5 , and from the simulation results we clearly see the effect of the bias with linear phase tracking. Figure 6 also shows the phase output with bias correction, and when compared to the results with the no bias correction case the improvement is clearly seen. Figure 7 shows the improvement in the mean phase error using the two bias-correction techniques for = −5 . From the figure we see that the linear method for bias correction (Tech-1) fails when is increased as expected, and the maximum likelihood search method performs well for all values of . Note that the results shown in Figure 7 are for narrow band linear systems to explicitly show the performance of the proposed bias correcting techniques. Figure 8 shows the root mean square error (RMSE) of the phase for the phase estimates with and without bias correction methods together with the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB), where the CRB is given by = 1/ [4] . From the figure we see that the scaling operation of the phase estimates with 1/ for bias correction Tech-1 increases the RMSE of the phase for lower values of and reaches the CRB for higher values of . The RMSE for the phase estimates using Tech-2 on the other hand reaches the CRB at higher values of , and approaches the limit of / √ 3 radians for lower values . It also closely follows the RMSE curve for the case of no bias correction with a slight deviation between −13dB < (dB) < 3dB.
VII. NONLINEAR PHASE TRACKING
We present two nonlinear techniques, namely the sequential Monte-Carlo method and the arctan-phase-detector based D-PLL for bias-free phase tracking. The sequential Monte Carlo method for tracking, namely the particle filtering method [35] , is usually used for applications with non Gaussian noise, and can be also seen as a mode tracking technique. Here we adopt this technique to track and estimate the phase to eliminate the bias. In [36] - [39] , phase tracking using particle filter (Bayesian methods) has been treated considering the phase noise to be Gaussian. In our work, we present phase estimation considering the phase noise model described in (5) using the sequential Monte Carlo method (particle filters) with the aim of achieving bias-free phase estimates. The D-PLL on the other hand is a well known technique for phase tracking and we consider this technique in regards to biasfree phase estimation. In our work, we present a second-order D-PLL and the performance of the loop for bias-free phase tracking. Another estimator that can be considered as a biasfree estimator is the ML-based correlator estimator [30] , which maximizes the energy the output of the correlator bank using a set of local values for without using the arctan function. We do not treat this technique in this paper but mention it in the interest of the topic covered here.
A. Monte-Carlo Method for Bias Free Phase Tracking
By using the discrete signal model and the posteriori density function for the phase, presented in (1) and (5) respectively, we propose a sequential Monte-Carlo based signal processing technique for bias-free phase estimation. The idea behind this technique is to construct the posteriori density function of the phase based on the random samples observed and then compute the estimate based on the constructed density function. The idea of constructing the posteriori density function comes from the theory of Bayesian estimation techniques [1] in signal processing. The sequential Monte Carlo method approaches the optimal Bayesian estimator when the number of samples becomes large [35] . The Bayesian rule for the ℎ iterative estimation (where represents the time index) of the posteriori density ( | ) is given by
where the denominator is computed from
Then, by using the MMSE criterion, the Bayesian estimate iŝ
The estimator in (25) can give rise to the bias problem again due to the estimation of the mean from the posteriori density function which is bi-modal as we described in the previous sections. Therefore, we also consider the MAP criterion to estimate the phase given bŷ
Having formulated the estimators as in (25) and (26) based on the Bayesian principles, now we present the particle filtering technique [35] to construct the posteriori density function of the phase in order to perform the estimates. Note that we consider = 1 here (where is defined in equation (4)), and from this point onwards we consider the same unless explicitly specified. We also consider the signal model in (1) with an unknown phase = considered to be a constant in the time interval of our interest (i.e. within the time period for a Bayesian estimate given by (25) or (26)), and which (i.e. the phase) can evolve over the length of the transmitted sequence outside this time period. Then, based on the observations = ( + ), where is given by (7) at time instance , we generate the posteriori density function of characterized by the pair { , }, which is given by
with ∑ =1 = 1, where are known as the particles drawn from the posteriori density function (known as the optimal importance function), are the corresponding weights assigned to the particles for the ℎ time sample imitating the true posteriori density function of the phase, and is the total number of particles considered. The weights are assigned with initial values of 0 = 1/ at = 0, and are iteratively computed using the optimal importance function. Note that the posteriori density function ( | ) is the same as the density function described in equation (5) . From [35] , for the optimal importance function, the weights are iteratively computed bȳ
Since is an unknown constant the function ( +1 | ) becomes proportional to the density function described in (5) given by ( | , +1 ). Then by ignoring the constant terms in ( | , +1 ) we can update the weights as¯+ 1 =¯Λ,
In (30), the term involving the (.) function may be ignored when the necessary conditions are satisfied as per the expres- sion in (5), hence (30) may reduce to Λ ≈ |Υ exp(Υ 2 )|. The newly computed particle weights are then used to estimate the phase by taking the maximum of the discrete weights , given byˆ= arg max{ ( , )}
After a few iterations (i.e. few estimations), some of the particles will have almost zero weights which are no longer required for the estimation process known as the degeneration affect of the computed density function. In such situations resampling techniques are used to reduce the degeneration affect associated with the estimation process by discarding the particles with negligible weights. In Section-VIII we present simulation results to show the performance of the particle filtering approach discussed in this section.
B. Digital Phase-Locked Loop for Bias Free Phase Tracking
The second nonlinear technique that we consider for biasfree phase tracking is the Digital Phase-locked loop (D-PLL) using the arctan function as the phase detector in the complex envelope form [26] . Such a loop model is generally known as the tan-lock loop in the literature [15] - [18] . Here we present the arctan-based D-PLL in the context of the topic treated in this paper which is bias-free phase tracking, a topic which has not been touched upon in the literature of PLL.
1) Loop Design:
A typical second-order D-PLL has a phase detector (PD), a loop filter D(z) and a Number Controlled Oscillator (NCO) V(z) as depicted in Figure 9 . The double lines in the figure represent complex signals and the single lines represent real signals. The equivalent mathematical model of the PD is represented in Figure 9 showing the nonlinearity associated with the arctan phase detector by expressing it with its characteristic function as described in equations (8) 
where
. Furthermore in the noiseless case, given the input signal as in (1), the above second-order loop will drive the phase error [ ] (and hence [ ]) to a steady state value of = 0, which can be proved by using the final value theorem as,
where ( 
With no further disturbances at the input, the phase error will remain at zero, known as the steady state mode, and hence giving us [ ] = . This itself is a proof of bias-free phase tracking in the noise free case. In the noisy case however, when there is additive disturbances at the input, the steady state phase error will experience a jitter around the mean phase error value which is zero, and hence the steady state phase error process can be treated as a zero mean process. We note that, having a zero mean phase error process is the key feature here to attain bias-free phase tracking which we explain in detail in the next section. The steady state phase error distribution can be found using the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation by modeling the phase error as a second-order Markov process [31] , [14] , [20] which we do not treat in this paper, instead we consider the open-loop steady state distribution which is easier to analyze and serves our purpose to illustrate the bias-free phase tracking process in the presented D-PLL. In the next section we present the bias-free phase tracking performance of the arctan based D-PLL presented in this section.
VIII. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF BIAS-FREE PHASE TRACKING
The relative performance of the proposed linear and nonlinear techniques for bias-free phase tracking is presented here. Figure 10 depicts the mean phase estimation/tracking performance of the proposed techniques which we further explain subsequently.
A. Performance of the Sequential Monte Carlo Method
The expected value of the phase estimates from the MAPbased sequential Monte-Carlo estimates is depicted in Figure  10 for = −7dB, with M=100 and = 1. From the figure we clearly see that there exist no bias and the mean phase estimates match very closely to the true phase values even for higher values of . Even though the particle filter based method provides good bias-free phase tracking performance the complexity associated with it however in computing the particle weights and the corresponding phase estimates is a major drawback in designing such a technique. Furthermore, an important point to be mentioned here is that if does not evolve with time but remains static then particle filter algorithm can fail, and the treatment of such is beyond the scope of this paper.
B. Performance of arctan phase detector based D-PLL
The performance of the D-PLL for bias-free phase tracking is presented considering 1) the open-loop steady state distribution and 2) the steady state mean phase output.
1) Open-Loop Steady State Distribution:
As we see from the block diagram of the D-PLL, the loop during the acquisition mode feeds back the new estimates of the phase and brings the phase error to zero, and hence in the steady state the distributions of and become zero mean. In other words, D-PLL brings back the phase error distribution to a zero mean distribution due to the negative feedback process. Considering the phase detector model of the D-PLL ( Figure  9 ) and by using the density function in (5) the open-loop density of can be expressed as ( ) = ( | , 0) with N=1 [26] . Likewise, the open-loop density for the phase error process is approximated as [26] , where B i is the input noise bandwidth and B L is the loop bandwidth of the D-PLL defined by
. Figure 11 shows the open-loop steady state phase distribution together with the simulation results, and from the results we observe how the loop pulls in the phase and centers the density of at zero.
2) Steady State Mean Phase Error: Simulations are performed to analyze the the steady state mean phase error of the D-PLL. Figure 10 shows the mean phase estimates for various values of with = −7dB. For comparison, we also present the performance of the arctan-based ML estimates described by (4) and the bias-correction techniques proposed in Section V for linear phase tracking in the same figure. From the figure we clearly observe that there is no bias present in the arctan phase-detector-based D-PLL phase output. We further observe that Technique-2 for bias correction in LS matches the performance of the particle filter and D-PLL based techniques but requires the estimation of SNR. 
C. Numerical Complexity
The complexity of the proposed techniques with respect to the number of operations required per estimate is presented in Table 1 . In the table, N is the number of samples per ML phase estimate as in (4) , N arg is the number of operations to calculate the arctan value of a complex vector, N is the number of operations to estimate the SNR ( ), M is the number of sample points for representing ( | ) as in (9), M is the number of particles in the particle filter, and K is the number of iterations to represent the summation in (9) and (11) . Based on the expressions for the complexity in the table we observe that the D-PLL outperforms the rest of the techniques, whilst noting that it also provides excellent bias performance as observed in Figure 10 . The D-PLL however can suffer from acquisition failures and cycle slips [14] which are not treated in this paper.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper we discussed the bias problem associated with the arctan-based ML phase estimator for phase tracking. The bias was identified to be large for lower values of signal to noise ratio and higher values of the phase when linear systems are used for tracking, and our analyses were verified by simulation results. We provided solutions to correct the bias 1) using the phase estimator gain and 2) by using a maximum likelihood search on the characteristics equation of the estimator. Both the techniques need to estimate the SNR of the signal to estimate and correct the bias. The former method performs well for smaller values of phase due to the small angle approximation associated with it, and the latter method performs well for all values of the phase with additional computational complexity. We importantly point out here that the variance of the phase estimates can be reduced by narrowing the bandwidth of the linear tracking system whereas the mean error (bias) can only be reduced by bias correcting techniques such as the ones presented in this paper. Furthermore, two nonlinear techniques were also presented based on sequential Monte-Carlo technique and arctan-based digital phase locked loop technique for unbiased (bias-free) phase estimation, especially at low signal to noise ratio. Results show that the sequential Monte-Carlo tracking based on Bayesian principle shows no bias in the phase estimates at the expense of additional computational complexity. On the other hand, the digital phase locked loop shows excellent phase tracking performance with no bias especially with low computational complexity. Compared to the nonlinear systems for bias-free phase tracking the linear systems require to estimate the signal to noise ratio to correct for the bias. The digital phase locked loop in particular stands out amongst the presented techniques for bias correction considering all the advantages associated with it.
APPENDIX A
The following integral is evaluated in this section (derived from [23] ).
where is a zero mean random process given by ( ) = ( | , = 0). Considering the noise free characteristics is a unit ramp function between − and and expanding ( + ) in its Fourier series coefficients (35) can be written as,
using trigonometric expansions and identifying the ∫ 
APPENDIX B
The expression for the non-central second moment [ 2 ] of the phase estimates is derived using similar steps in Appendix 1, which is given by
considering is a zero mean random process given by ( ) = ( | , = 0), and that the noise free characteristics is a unit ramp function between − and . we can expand 2 ( + ) in its Fourier series coefficients, and (40) can be written as,
Again, using trigonometric expansions and following the steps in Appendix 1, (41) becomes,
( 2 )] cos( ) (42) Note that, a similar expression is also presented in [23] for = 0, that is for the variance of , but the expression that we derived here in (42) is for all values of between [− , ).
